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WHAT HAPPENED AT THE 2015 SYNOD? 
NEW NUMBERING: PART C 
OLD NUMBERING: PART 14 

 
VERY VERY IMPORTANT PAUSE FOR OUR JOURNEY IN CHRIST 
 
 It is exceptionally important at this point to make sure of what we are doing with these 
commentaries/reflections and that we clearly understand that!  So please allow me to take a moment 
to express this.  Thank you! 
 The Pope is presently reflecting, thinking, praying at lot, and talking to and with people; also 
please note that at times this is done “out loud”, i.e., in public when he speaks about matters or topics 
related to the 2014 and 2015 Synods.  All this indicates to us that he is getting ready to publish his 
formal reply to the Synods.  This is not something to be rushed and hence it may still be some time 
before he publishes this along with changes he sees necessary for today’s Church.  As soon as he 
publishes this, we will get you his comments as soon as possible thereafter.  We will then interrupt 
the comments you have received in the past and continue to do so now. 
 However, note that the word used in the preceding sentence is “interrupt”, not “cancel” or 
“stop.”  The present direction we are following is exceedingly important and this is why we in the 
Consortium have spent so much time and effort (and resources) and details in getting these 
comments to you.  Why, then, are we doing all this work?  Because in my estimation, and in the 
estimation of other observers and commentators, the last two Synods (and especially the 2015 
Synod) constitute the most important ecclesiastical assembly/gathering since Vatican I in the 19th 
century (except for Vatican II).  Why is this so? 
 In the first place, what we are experiencing during Francis’ papacy and concretely in the 2015 
Synod especially is the rise or “resurrection” of a new refreshed Church for us.  If the Synod just 
ended is successful in its consequences (and with the Holy Spirit it will be), a new Church will be born 
that will manifest the Risen One more clearly and powerfully, and that will deal with the world with a 
more efficacious and welcoming pastoral approach.  Francis wanted the 2015 Synod to embody this.  
Such a Church will give everyone (non-believers as well as ourselves as believers/disciples) a 
needed respite from all the scandals from which the Church desires and needs to untangle itself 
(ranging all the way from financial shenanigans to shady dark politics and sexual abuse).  The Church 
will become a more graced institution of God. 
 We then will also realize that both the hostile Zombie-like dictatorial unthinking conservative/ 
“right wing” and the sloppy Pollyanna-ish de-gutting loosey-goosey non-content liberal/ “left wing” are 
inadequate and that both actually block the true Gospel of Christ:  all of us will need to leave both 
wings behind because their approaches are empty, energy-less, and unfruitful.  And the more we 
know about the Synods (especially the 2015 Synod), the better we will understand our mission for 
Christ, a mission to which we all are called.  The more we know about the last two Synods also the 
more we will make the Church the “field hospital” that Francis desires and that we will have a Church 
led (by clergy and laity and women) who smell like their sheep. 
 The Synods in conjunction with the Year of Mercy will make us the Church for which God, the 
Risen One, and their Holy Spirit yearn.  The more we can know about the Synods (especially the last 
one), the more this will happen!  Hence the genesis and the on-going production of these 
reflections/commentaries by the Consortium and myself.  An added bonus there is that the more we 
understand the last two Synods, the more understanding we will gain about Vatican II which is far 
from being totally implemented; here let us do our part in order to make this happen! 
 Knowing a lot about the 2015 Synod too will clearly demonstrate how truly human (and at 
times sinful) the existential Church truly is; we will certainly understand the need of conversion for 
ourselves individually and as a community (and this is why part of the above is polemical!) – and then 
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we can be merciful and put aside our egos to build this Church and follow the Holy Spirit.  Keep 
remembering what Vatican II stated powerfully: the Church is “semper reformanda” (always in need of 
reformation/re-formation).  And keep in mind what Pope Francis has said about Vatican II when he 
called it “a beautiful work of the Holy Spirit [but 50 years later the Church still] has not done 
everything the Holy Spirit was asking us to do during the Council.”   
 Please take a moment of prayer in order to absorb the above material and do your very best to 
make it a part of your thinking, your Faith Life and spirituality, and your very being!  Thank you!  And 
now let us return to what we are developing in these reflections/commentaries on the Synod of 2015 
and what happened there. 
 
Some Important Miscellaneous Characteristics or Elements of the Synod (Continued) 
 We have previously considered what Pope Francis did prior to the Synod in regard to changes 
in the pastoral aspects of the annulment and declaration of nullity procedure.  However this is so 
important for our purposes and for the community in the Church we in the Consortium serve that it 
bears saying again so that all of us understand this clearly. 
 Fault lines of division arose in the 2014 Synod over certain key issues, i.e., the ban on 
Communion for divorced Catholics who are remarried civilly, the Church’s approach to homosexual 
persons (including the question of “same-sex marriage”), and cohabitation of couples.  The Pope 
realized these questions would resurface in the 2015 Synod and be strong enough to prevent the 
2015 Synod from dealing with its full agenda; so he pre-empted matters by making some changes on 
these matters before the Synod meeting.  “Francis took a step that could reduce some of the focus on 
the divorce question by implementing a reform of the annulment process” (John L. Allen, Junior).  The 
text for this was released on September 8, 2015. 
 Below is a description of where the whole matter rests at the present time, taking into account 
the changes. 
 Pope Francis stated he was not “promoting the nullity of marriage, but the quickness of the 
processes, as well as to correct simplicity of the procedures so that Catholic couples are not 
oppressed by the shadow of doubt for prolonged periods.”  The Pope stated the changes were 
motivated by concern for the salvation of souls and particularly by charity and mercy (note the stress 
on the latter again!). 
 “First, a word about terminology.  Catholic tribunals do not give annulments; their ‘declarations 
of nullity’ affirm that a valid, sacramental marriage never existed between the ‘petitioner’ [the person 
asking] and the ‘respondent’ [the other person in this couple]. 
 “These declarations are decreed after the examination of sworn testimony given by interview 
or in writing.  The respondent (spouse who did not initiate the petition) has a right to submit testimony, 
but if he or she declines to do so, the process can continue. 
 “A declaration of nullity does not affect the legitimacy of children born to that marriage because 
there was a valid civil marriage” (Father Pat McCloskey, O.F.M., theologian, “Ask A Franciscan,” 
“Declaration of Nullity Changes” in Saint Anthony Messenger magazine, November 2015). 
 The key changes are the following: 

a) “affirmative decisions by local tribunals [the first diocesan tribunals where the process begins] 
will no longer be referred to a second tribunal [outside the diocese] to confirm that proper 
procedures have been followed and that the invalidity of the marriage has been proven” 
(McCloskey) (emphasis added); 

b) in very evident cases of nullity the situation may be heard by a single judge (a clergyman) who 
is appointed by the bishop of the diocese (note - one person and not a panel); 

c) the diocesan bishop must be more involved (than now) in the work of the tribunal; 
d) the finding of a single judge must be confirmed by the bishop of the diocese; 
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e) any appeal will be sent to the metropolitan see (archdiocese to which a local diocese is linked), 
and archdiocesan appeals go to the oldest suffragan diocese [a suffragan diocese is one 
whose bishop is an assistant to another bishop]” (McCloskey); 

f) dioceses are to handle these processes without charging a fee to the petitioner; 
g) and “if an affirmative [yes] decree is issued, an appeal to the Roman Rota [‘a tribunal of the 

papal curia exercising jurisdiction especially in matrimonial cases appealed from diocesan 
courts’ – Webster’s New Dictionary And Thesaurus]” (McCloskey) can be made. 

What are the circumstances in which a person can go to a marriage tribunal to ask for a 
declaration of nullity?  A “lack of faith needed for full consent to a Catholic marriage; unacknowledged 
surgery to prevent procreation; continuing in an extra-marital relationship at the time of the wedding 
and immediately afterward; one partner hiding infertility, a serious contagious disease, children from a 
previous marriage, or a history of incarceration; and using violence [of some sort] to extort consent” 
(McCloskey).  Other grounds include pronounced immaturity, pregnancy which in the eyes of a 
couple (or one person of the couple) means they must get married), a firm will or intention not to have 
children, and a serious psychological disease like schizophrenia or “split personality” or very 
pronounced narcissism.  Other grounds also exist, e.g., one person is too young and basically still a 
child or mistaken identity (where the wrong twin marries someone), but the above cover the major 
ones. 
 
 We conclude.  “On August 27, 2014, Pope Francis appointed a Special Commission for the 
Reform of Matrimonial Processes in Canon Law [the Church’s law code].  Four additional canonists 
reviewed their recommendations.  The Catholic Church still teaches that a valid sacramental marriage 
cannot be dissolved.” (McCloskey)  This doctrine has not been changed and it will never be changed.  
However, leave yourself open to accept future pastoral changes in this area because these do not 
change the above doctrine and because more of these kinds of changes probably will be made in the 
future! 

 
 In respect to an interim report at the halfway point of the 2015 Synod, there was none “in part 
because that document last time [the 2014 Synod] sparked controversy for its positive tone on same-
sex relationships and other ‘irregular unions’” (John L. Allen, Junior).  The Holy Father did not want 
controversy again which could derail the Second Synod.  “The Pope had already said there was 
going to be [also] no final document [at the end of the Synod – he himself would publish his final 
document later].  It is unrealistic to think that these issues which are serious issues could be resolved 
at a three-week meeting of bishops.  It was only going to open up the conversation wider, deep, and it 
would have to be ongoing.” (Robert Mickens, veteran Vatican journalist) This also indicates that 
Francis wants to make synods one of the primary elements of governance in the Church. 
 
 Earlier in these materials, it was stated that, in learning about the 2015 Synod, we need to be 
fair as to how we judge media coverage of the Synod: it is so easy to dismiss the media when it 
reports something we do not like and to do so out of hand.  How do we speak to this matter?  We turn 
to someone who is very knowledgeable in this area because this is his work: the person I have in 
mind is Father James Martin, S.J., theologian, editor at large of America magazine, and author of 
well-received books on religion, spirituality, and the Church today. 
 In sum, he generally is positive in regards to the media coverage and he does not find the 
media to be anti-Catholic.  Most media people he knows “simply want to get the story right.  And 
when it comes to religion reporters, I can say categorically that I have never met a single one who is 
anti-Catholic.  By contrast, as a result of years of reporting, religion reporters have encountered so 
many inspiring bishops, priests, brothers, sisters and lay Catholics that they usually have an abiding 
affection for the Church.  Indeed, non-Catholic religion reporters know more about the Catholic 
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Church than the average Catholic … Also, it is important to distinguish between attacks on the church 
and critiques of it.” (Martin, “The Media Ministry,” America, October 26, 2015) 
 A good example of the latter is the coverage of the sexual abuse scandal of the early 2000’s 
which was covered well by The Boston Globe; even earlier in the 1990s, The National Catholic 
Reporter ran a very good series of articles on sexual abuse.  (All this coverage, especially by the 
Boston Globe, gave rise to the current movie, “Spotlight,” which deserves to be seen by all Catholics.)  
“Cardinal Bernard Law, then archbishop of Boston, said he ‘called down the power of God on the 
Boston media … particularly The Globe’.  But although The National Catholic Reporter ran a 
remarkable series of articles on abuse in the 1990s.and some of the pieces that ran in The Globe 
were unfair, their coverage overall was not only fair; but it is in large part because of The Globe that 
the church in the United States was forced to confront the abuse crisis.  The church both deserved 
criticism and benefited by it.” (Martin) 
 Sometimes we think that the media misrepresents the Church on purpose and by intention.  
Father Martin does admit that sometimes the media do make mistakes (and at times they may big 
errors) “but most mistakes are ascribable to ignorance rather than to attempts to misrepresent the 
church.  Why?  Because no one likes to be wrong and no journalist likes to see letters to the editor, or 
Tweets or Facebook posts correcting a story.” (Martin) 
 What is Martin’s conclusion?  “So the next time you are tempted to throw your paper down in 
anger or punch through your computer screen, take a deep breath and tell yourself, ‘They are doing 
their best’” (Martin). 
 Just one more thing I would like to add here.  I have used quite a few sources to generate 
these comments and I have tried to use sources that are trustworthy: you can count on the ones I 
have used, and especially those from the Vatican itself, e.g., VIS=Vatican Information Service. 

 
TO BE CONTINUED 
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